Engineered to Make a Difference

CYBER
Achieve real-time situational awareness to anticipate and
rapidly respond to cyber threats
Government, military, homeland security and private-sector enterprises are under constant
attack from a growing list of potent adversaries that includes nation-states, terrorists
groups, hackers and international crime organizations.
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To meet the growing cyber threat,
organizations need a holistic approach
to cyber that spans the entire security
continuum. As the speed, complexity,
volume and persistence of cyber
threats continue to accelerate, so
does the need for cyber
situational awareness.
Engility is ideally suited to help
government and commercial
enterprises fortify their defenses
against advanced cyber threats. We

challenges facing our national security
customers. Our solutions enable
protection, response, mitigation
and recovery for the nation’s critical
networks and the infrastructure
dependent on them.
CYBER SITUATIONAL AWARENESS

•• Trusted: We act as a trusted
partner to help solve difficult
challenges for vital missions of
national importance. Most
Engility experts hold high-level
security clearances.
•• Innovative: We are building the
next generation of cyber strategies

apply the knowledge and insights
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developed over four decades of

comprehensive solutions that help our

with the rapidly changing

solving complex problems within the
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awareness, and anticipate and

to the challenges facing our customers.

rapidly respond to the shifting cyber
landscape. You can count on Engility
for cyber solutions that are:

and solutions to keep pace

•• Responsive: Our agility and quickreaction capabilities help our
customers stay one step ahead of
evolving situations.
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information sharing, our clients rely
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on us to develop robust solutions that
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meet their specific needs.

TASC, an Engility Company, provides

At Engility, we combine our vast

Engility is a pure-play government

cyber domain expertise with our

THE RIGHT MIX OF TALENT AND

experience in critical infrastructure

TECHNOLOGY

protection, cloud computing, wireless
As subject-matter experts, our

customers’ applications, infrastructure

experienced scientists, engineers, and

and information meet regulatory and

technology and security professionals

compliance requirements and are

play an important role in helping our

protected at all times.

customers solve difficult problems
in safeguarding national security.

As part of Engility’s CMMI Level 5

Through internal research and

Systems Assurance and Governance

development programs, we focus on

Engineering (SAGE) framework, our

breakthrough technologies in cyber-

CyberAssure™ toolkit combines tools,

related areas, from network behavioral

expertise and processes to rapidly

analysis to network mission modeling,

design and implement solutions with

information assurance and automated

reduced risk. CyberAssure includes:

code analysis.

•• Critical infrastructure protection

Engility’s Technology Engineering

•• Network security assessments

Research and Analysis Network

•• Lifecycle security
•• Certification and accreditation
(C&A)

(TERANet™)—unclassified labs
located across the country—enables
live or virtual testing of solutions
and products, new capabilities and
anonymous research.

•• Enterprise system security

Whether it’s providing analysis,

•• Test and evaluation; independent

targeting, cyber forensics, network

verification and validation
SECURE DATA ANALYTICS FROM
THE CLOUD
Engility is at the forefront of
developing distributed and secure
cloud architectures that safely process

services provider that delivers

integration and decision-support
highly skilled personnel wherever,

services to space agencies and
whenever they are needed in a

and mobility solutions to ensure our

•• Monitoring and predictive analysis

advanced systems engineering,

the Intelligence Community. TASC
cost-efficient manner. The company

combines strategic thinking with
proudly serves customers that

precise analytics to solve complex
span the federal services market

problems of national importance.

including the Department of Defense,

TASC’s far-reaching perspective

the Intelligence community, Space

on space systems, geospatial
and Federal Civilian agencies.

intelligence, intelligence operations
Headquartered in Chantilly, Virginia,

and other specialized domains allows
Engility is a leading provider of

us to develop national security
specialized technical consulting,

solutions that extend beyond
program and business support

organizational boundaries. For more
services, engineering and technology

information and career opportunities,
lifecycle support, information

visit our website at www.tasc.com.
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assurance, secure data analytics,
mission-critical training or state-of-theart technical capabilities, we apply the
right mix of technology and innovative
analytic and scientific services to
advance operations and ensure
mission success.

substantial amounts of data. We build
advanced intelligence applications
using groundbreaking technologies
that enable our clients to access,
store and manage massive volumes
of data seamlessly and securely. From
visualization to cloud computing and
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